Dear San Francisco Police Department Commissioners,

As a Proud Resident and Citizen of The City & County of San Francisco, I'm quite aware of the different and various security agencies fully running and operating in this city at different levels of standards; Quite the Chaos when addressing chain of command between our fine Women and Men in SFPD & SFFD Uniforms. Some Security Agencies whether it be a Hotel, Large Apartment Complex and or Large Open Space Events tend to take a higher trained level of solutions which may seem above their pay-grade or lack of equipment training, throughout this city when it comes to public/private safety measures:

PUBLIC AND OR PRIVATE SECURITY AGENCIES ARE NOT SAN FRANCISCO POLICE OFFICERS OR PART OF CITY & COUNTY LAW ENFORCEMENT AND IT SHOULD BE STRICTLY GOVERNED SO.

I take full pride in the way city officials handle day to day operations and stand 100% behind city and county leaders such as The Mayors Office, Board of Supervisors, Police and Fire Chiefs of the City and County of San Francisco. I strongly believe that it takes more than just leadership at city hall to tackle some of the issues that still exist in our great city.

GOD BLESS!!!